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ABSTRACT 
This paper studies some stability properties of vector linear difference equa- 
tions of the form z(t) = ~~=i A,z(t - rj), 0 < r1 < r2 < ‘. < Tk < cm. This is 
done through the direct method of Liapunov, by means of a quadratic functional 
defined in an appropriate Ls space. The derivative of this functional along the 
equation, nevertheless, is defined in a finite dimensional euclidean space. The 
positive definiteness of certain matrices involved, together with the bounded real 
lemma of system theory, furnishes useful criteria to determine stability properties 
of the given equation. In particular, a criterion is given to determine stability 
with respect to the delays r,. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In many problems of applied mathematics, one is led to consider linear 
difference equations of the form 
k 
x,,=xAjx,_j, n=l,2,3 ,..., (1.1) 
j=l 
wherek>lisagivenintegerandAj,j=1,2,...,k,aregivenNxNreal 
matrices. Thus, in this equation, x, denotes a real N-vector. 
Equation (1.1) is a discrete equation, and it is a special case of the 
following more general form of a linear difference equation, 
x(t) = & A,x(t - rj), 
j=l 
t 2 0, (1.2) 
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where the rj are given constants such that 0 < 7‘1 < r2 < .. < 7‘k, 
called the delays of Equation (1.1). One easily sees that Equation (1.1) 
is obtained from Equation (1.2) through the restriction of the continuous 
“time” variable t to the discrete “time” variable n and the restriction of 
the delays r, to assume the values r, = i. 
The initial value attached to Equation (1.1) is of the form 
Xj = X3, jz-l,-2 -k 1”‘) , (1.3) 
where xj are given N-vectors, while the initial value problem of Equation 
(1.2) is 
x(t) = $9(t). t E [-?.k,O) , 
where cp : [-rk, 0) -+ RN is a given map. 
(1.4) 
It is not difficult to establish the existence and uniqueness of the solution 
of (1.2)-(1.4). In fact the right hand side (r.1l.s.) of Equation (1.2) is a 
linear operator from RN into R”, and thus Equation (1.2) is just an itera- 
tion scheme through which, given til := {p(t) : t E [-rk, 0)}, one computes 
the set Iis = {x(t) : t E [O,rk)} and then puts ~(t - rk) = x(t) in order 
to form a new ‘FI1, and so on. Hence, the existence and uniqueness of the 
solution of (l.l)-(1.3) also follow. 
Let us denote the solution of (1.2)-( 1.4) by the symbol x(t, cp) [or z(., cp), 
to emphasize the functional character of the solution], and, putting x = 
(z-1, x-2,. . ,x-k ) E RkN, let us denote the solutions of (l.l)-(1.3) by 
x,(x). 
Not,e that IC(., 0) is identically zero and is a solution of (1.2)-( 1.4) when 
p(t) = 0,t E [-rZ,O). It will be called the null equilibrium of (1.2). 
Likewise, ~~(0) is the zero sequence and is a solution of (l.l)-( 1.3) when 
x-1 = x-2 = = x- k = 0. It will be called the null equilibrium of (1.1). 
2. STABILITY 
The following concepts are important in the analysis of the qualitative 
behavior of the solutions of the Equation (1.1). 
DEFINITION (Stability). We say that Equation (1.1) is stable if, given 
E > 0, there exists a S > 0 such that whenever we have llxll < 6 we also 
have llxn(x)II < E for all 71 > 0. 
DEFINITION (Asymptotic stability). We say that Equation (1.1) is 
asymptotically stable if it is stable and, moreover, we have that xn(x) 4 0 
as n + c~. 
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In many contexts, the above concepts are said to be global, a feature 
that is inherent to the linear, autonomous and homogeneous character of 
Equation (1.1). (See [l, 2, 41.) 
These concepts can be extended to Equation (1.2) once we find an ap- 
propriate space of initial functions for the problem (1.2)-( 1.4). It has to be 
a Banach space which is invariant under the action of the operator given 
by the r.h.s. of Equation (1.2). Such a space is called a phase space of 
Equation (1.2). 
The aims of this paper are: (1) to furnish one such phase space; (2) 
to exhibit a class of Liapunov functionals for Equation (1.2); and (3) to 
compare the stability results thus obtained with the already known ones 
for Equations (1.1) and (1.2). 
In connection with (2) above, we have the following: let X be a real 
Banach space with norm 11 . 11, and let 21 : [0, CQ) x X 4 A! be a linear 
dynamical system evolving in X, i.e., a map such that 
(i) ~(t, .) is continuous for each t E [0, WC)); 
(ii) u(.,(p) is continuous for each cp E X; 
(iii) ~(0, ‘p) = cp; 
(iv) u(t + s,‘p) = u(t,u(s,p)) for all t, s E [O,co) and cp E X; 
(v) u(t, p + 4,) = u(t, ‘p) + u(t, 6) for all t E [0, KJ) and cp, $J E X; 
(vi) u(t, up) = cu(t, cp) f or all t E [0, m), c E R, and cp E ;Y. Then, 
(vii) u(t, 0) E 0 is an equilibrium of the dynamical system. 
It is important to note that u(t, cp) = T(t)cp, where T(t) : A! ---t X, t > 0, 
forms a strongly continuous semigroup of linear operators (see [4, p. 2801). 
We have: 
DEFINITION 2.1. The equilibrium u(t,O) is stable if, given E > 0, there 
exist,s 6 > 0 such that llpjl < 6 implies that IlzL(t,(p)ll < E for all t > 0. 
DEFINITION 2.2. The equilibrium u(., 0) is said to be asymptotically 
stable if it stable and u(t, ‘p) + 0 as t + co. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let V : X + R be a continuous functional, and let 
i’(v), the variation ofV along u, be given by 
i’(cp) = t;y+ sup $(ll(t, cp)) - V(P)1 (2.1) 
Then V is said to be a Liapunov function.al for the dynamical system u if 
V(0) = 0 and p(cp) 5 0 for all cp E ;Y. 
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When t is restricted to be an integer in the above definition of a dy- 
namical system, then this system is called a discrete dynamical system and 
“u(t, cp)” is replaced by “am.” In this case, “V(q)” in Definition 2.3 is 
replaced by “AV((P),” where now 
AV(cp) = V(W(P)) - V(P). (2.2) 
The following theorem summarizes the essentials about Liapunov’s func- 
tionals role in the stability analysis of a (linear) dynamical system [9]. 
THEOREM 2.4. Suppose that there exist f : [0, co) -+ [O, oo), strictly 
increasing with f(0) = 0, and a Liapunov functional V for the dynamical 
system u such that V(p) > f(llpll), cp E X. Then the equilibrium u(.,O) is 
stable. If, moreover, there exists g : [0, oo) + [0, co], g(0) = 0, continuous, 
strictly increasing, such that V(p) < -g( llpll): then u(., 0) is asymptotically 
stable. 
Observe that Equation (1.1) can be reduced to an equation of the form 
X, = AX,_l, n= 1,2 >“‘> (2.3) 
where A is an m x m real matrix. In the case of Equation (l.l), m = IcN 
and A is given by 
-Al AZ ... Ak_-l Ak- 
I 0 “’ 0 0 
A= 0 I . 0 0 (2.4) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
-0 0 .‘. I o_ 
written in block form, and the initial condition (1.3) is given by .Q = .X E 
Rm. The solution X,(X) of this problem defines a linear dynamical system 
evolving in R” and, in addition to Theorem 2.1, the following is known. 
(Here, “positive definite real matrix” means “symmetric positive definite 
real matrix” [l, 51.) 
THEOREM 2.5. If there exist positive definite real matrices D and M 
satisfying 
ATDA - D = -ikf, (2.5) 
then (2.3) is asymptotically stable. Conversely, if (2.3) is asymptotically 
stable, then given any real positive definite matrix M, Equation (2.5) has 
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a real positive definite solution D. If, on the other hand, (2.5) is satisfied 
by a real positive definite matrix D and a real positive semidefinite matrix 
M, then (2.3) is stable. 
THEOREM 2.6. Equation (2.3) is asymptotically stable if, and only if, 
p(A) < 1, where p(A) is the spectral radius of the matrix A, i.e., 
p(A) = sup{lXI : det(X1 - A) = 0} . (2.6) 
If(2.3) is stable, then p(A) 5 1. 
Now, Equation (2.5) is called the Liapunou matrix equation because it 
arises from the computation of v(x) along (2.3) for the quadratic functional 
V : R” -+ R given by 
V(x) = xTDx, V(x) = xCT(ATDA - D)x. (2.7) 
Hence, Theorem 2.2 can be rephrased as follows: 
THEOREM 2.7. Equation (2.3) is asymptotically stable if, and only ii 
there exists a positive definite quadratic Liapunov functional V(x) = x*Bx 
for this equation such that V(x) as negative definite. If there exists such a 
functional for which V(x) is just negative semidefinite, then Equation (2.3) 
is stable and p(A) 5 1. 
As usual, when X is a symmetric matrix, “X 2 0” and “X > 0” mean, 
respectively, that X is positive semidefinite and that X is positive definite. 
Then “M 5 0” (“M < 0”) is equivalent to “-M > 0” (“-M > 0”) and 
means that M is negative semidefinite (negative definite). 
Now, if the delays ri in (1.2) happen to be rationally dependent, i.e., 
there exists a r > 0 such that rj = mjr, rnj E Z, i = 1,. . . , k, then we can 
transform (1.2) into the one-delay difference equation 
X(t) = AX(t - r), t > 0, (2.8) 
where X(t) E RmkN, and A is the (companion form) mkN x mkN matrix 
given by 
0 0 ... 0 A1 0 ... 0 Ai 0 ... 0 Ak 
I 0 ‘.’ 0 0 0 ‘.. 0 0 0 ... 0 0 
A= 0 I . 0 0 0 . . o o o .,. o o (2.9) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 .‘. 0 0 0 .” 0 0 0 “’ I 0 
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Thus appropriate phase spaces for (2.8) can be, for instance, any one of 
the following: 
+Yr = {‘p E C([--7.,0],RmkN) : p(0) = Ap(-r)}, 
iY2 = Lp( [-r, 01, RmkN), 1<P<oO, 
;r, = BV([-r, 01, RnLkN), 
j& = RmkN 
if one int,erprets (2.8) appropriately as a one-parameter family of equations 
of the type (2.4). 
If, on the other hand, the delays are not rationally dependent, then (1.2) 
does not admit a finite discretization (2.8), but can only be intuitively 
“approached” by such systems, with ml, + 00. Hence, it seems inevitable 
that one works in an infinite dimensional phase space for Equation (1.2) if 
one wishes to pursue a minimum of genericity. 
3. A PHASE SPACE 
Bearing in mind that our aim is to construct quadratic Liapunov func- 
tionals, we shall show that Lz([- rk, 0), RN) is a good choice for a phase 
space for Equation (1.2) and that this equation generates a linear dynam- 
ical system evolving in this space. Note that in the L2 language, Equation 
(1.2) means that 
T 
z(u) - 5 Ajz(u - r,) 
)( 
x(u) - 5 A~z(u - rj) du = 0 
j=l Fl 
for any t > 0, where the integral is taken in the Lebesgue sense, which 
implies that 
z(t) = c A,z(t - rj) a.e. in [O,oo). 
j=l 
Givenamapz:[-rk,T]+RNandT>O, thenzt,tEIO,T], asusual, 
is the map such that x6(0) = x(t -t 19), 0 E [-rk,O). Then (1.2)-(1.4) can 
be written (in L2 language) 
k 
a(O) = c -ht(-r,) a.e. in [0, oo), 
2+1 
50 = cp> cp E L2([-% O), RN). 
(3.1) 
Then we have: 
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LEMMA 3.1. For each q E Lz([-rk, 0), RN) and each T > 0, the solu- 
tion x(., p) of (3.1) exists and is unique (in the L2 sense) in [-rk, T) and 
x(., V) E Lz([-rk,T), RN). 
Proof. Given T as above, we can find positive integers mj, j = 1,. , k, 
such that mjrj < T < (m3 + l)r,. Thus, [0, T) is partitioned by the set 
&{j?.@ : j = O,l,. . ,me} into m intervals [0, Tl), [rl,al), [al,a2), . , 
[am-Z, T), where al is equal either to 2r or to rz, whichever is smaller, 
and so on. It turns out that, given cp E L2([-r, 0), RN), the expression for 
z(., p) in [0, T) is a juxtaposition z(., ‘p) = .zl Ax2 A.. Axm in [0, T) where 
Xl(t) = & A,tp(t - r3) a.e. in [0, ~1) (3.2) 
x2(t) = Alx’(t - rl) + kAjp(t - rJ) a.e. in [rl, al) (3.3) 
3=2 
Alx2(t - rl) + & Ajp(t - rj) a.e. in (al! a2) if al = 2r1, 
x?(t) = 
1 
3=2 
A1x2(t - 7.1) + Azx’(t - 7.2) + 2 A,& - rj) a.e. in [al,nz) 
j=2 if al = r2, 
and so on. A finite induction shows that x1, . , x”’ are well defined, square 
integrable, and unique in the L2 sense in their intervals of definition, and 
the result follows. ??
As a consequence, it also follows that if cp E L2( [-rk, 0), RN), then 
.zt(..p) E L2([-rk,O),RN) for t 1 0. And this regularity of the solu- 
tion x(.,9) of (3.1) with respect to L2([-rk,O),RN) shows that if we put 
u(t, p) = .zt(., cp), then u satisfies requirements (iii) to (vii) of the definition 
of a linear dynamical system eovolving in ;;Y = L2([-rk,O),RN), given in 
Section 2. Thus, in order to show that u is such a dynamical system, it only 
remains to be shown that it satisfies conditions (i) and (ii) of that definition. 
Let /I I/ be the norm of L2([-rk,O), RN), i.e., 
(3.4) 
In order to prove property (i) of Section 2, it is enough to prove that 
u(t, .) is continuous at cp = 0, in view of the linearity of u(t, .). Since 
~(0, .) = I, this property is obvious when t = 0. So let, t E (0, rl). In this 
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case, we can write [using (3.1)] 
II46 ~911~ = Hi + H2 
J -t ._ -'pT(t + o)cp(t + 0) de - Tb 
O + J( -t &Ajdt+e-f-j) T H ~Aip(t+e-ri) de. j=l j=l ) 
It is clear that HI < Il’pjj2, and so HI + 0 as ](‘p]] --) 0. On the other 
hand, let tu = 0 in HZ in order to obtain 
O<H2=t Jo (~A~~(t,l+~]-i.))T(~A~~(t,l+.l-~~))Td~ 
-1 j=l ,J=l 
I! 
k = t c Ajp(t[l + .] - rj) 
j=l 
I/z st( $14 I,PII)~> 
where IA( = max]aP4] if A = (cz~~)~J~N. 
Hence, we also have that H2 + 0 as ]]p]] --f 0. Thus, combining the 
above estimates, we have that /lu(t,p)II ---) 0 as /pll + 0, for t E (0, r-1). 
Similarly, if t E [ ~1, al) with ai as given in Lemma 3.1, we see that u(t, ‘p) = 
x2(t) [see (3.3)], and thus, since Ic2 (t) depends continuously in cp and zl, and 
x1 depends continuously in cp, we conclude that Ilu(t, cp) 11 ---f 0 as jlqlj -+ 0 
also for t E [a1,u2), and so on. Given now any T > 0, a finite induction 
shows that u(t, .) is continuous for each t E [O,T), and the result follows. 
Now, in order to prove (ii), we first note that properties (iv) and (v) 
imply that, for each cp E &([-7.k,0),RN), 
u(t + At, p) - u(t, cp) = u(t, u(At, cp) - cp). 
Thus, when At > 0, we see that right hand continuity of u(., cp) at t is 
equivalent to its right hand continuity at t = 0. But then, if t is sufficiently 
small, it belongs to (0, ri), and (3.2) implies that 
IMt, ‘P) - ‘pII2 = JI + J2 
-.I --t ._ b(t+e) -~(uV~(t+e) -dew -TI 
O + 
J( 
kA,(o!i+e-Tj)-3(8) 
-t 3=1 
k 
x CA+(t + e - 7.J) - cp(e) 
j=l 
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Let $:R+ R N be given by (p(8) = cp 6’ if 8 E [-rk,O) and F(0) = 0 if ( ) 
0 6 [-rk,O). Then (p E L2(R,RN) and we have 
oIJi= 
s 
-1 [cp(t + 0) - @(e)]T]+(t + 0) - g(e)] de 
c 
< 
-J 
_m_IF(l+ 0) - +-(W$(t + 0) - F(e)1 de 
= IlF(t + .) - Gll&(R,FP). 
Since, as can be easily shown, ]]F(t + .) - (p]]~,cn,n~, 4 0 as t + Of, we 
conclude that Ji + 0 as t + O+. Also, the fact that ‘p E L2([-rk,0),RN) 
immediately implies that 52 + 0 as t + O+ and u(., ‘p) is right continuous 
at t = 0. As remarked, it follows that u(., cp) is right continuous at any 
t > 0. 
Left continuity of u(.,(P) at t > 0 is obtained through the following 
expedient: given one such t, choose S, 0 < 6 < t, sufficiently small, and 
observe that 
II4h PI - 4t - 6, (PII1 = Ilu(t - 4 44 ‘p) - P)ll (3.5) 
due to properties (iv) and (v) of u. Now, property (v) [linearity of u(t, .)I, 
allied to the principle of uniform boundedness and the above right conti- 
nuity, implies that there is constant K > 0 such that 
II46 cp)ll I WVIIT ‘p E &(I-vxr OLRNL 
for all s E [0, t]. Hence, (3.5) gives 
as 6 -+ O+, from the above-proved right continuity. Thus u(.,(p) is left 
continuous at t > 0, as we wished, and IL is a linear dynamical system 
evolving in Lz([-rk, 0), RN). A s consequence, we can talk about stability 
and asymptotic stability of Equation (1.2) in the sense of Definitions 2.2 
and 2.3. 
In 1972 Melvin [6] d iscovered that the stability character of Equation 
(1.2) may be sensitive even to arbitrarily small perturbations in the delays. 
He provided an example of an asymptotically stable equation which be- 
comes unstable when the delays are slightly perturbed, and showed that in 
the scalar case of this equation, a necessary and sufficient condition for the 
preservation of its asymptotic stability under perturbation of the delays is 
2 IA, < 1 (3.6) 
2=1 
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This kind of sensitivity of the asymptotic behavior of an equation to 
small changes in its parameters has lately become a very important subject 
of investigation in both pure and applied mathematics, widely referred to 
as “chaotic dynamics.” Now, since, in the applications of Equation (1.3), 
the delays are generally known only within a certain degree of accuracy, 
it is of great interest to further investigate the conditions which guarantee 
that small perturbations in the delays do not affect the asymptotic stability 
of this equation. 
The above result by Melvin was obtained through the analysis of the 
characteristic equation 
1 - &A, e-6r, = 9 (3.7) 
i=l 
(recall that N = 1 in Melvin’s result) of Equation (1.2). 
In 1972, Silkowskii [7] studied this problem in the N-dimensional case 
of Equation (1.2). His results can be summarized as follows (see also [4, 
Theorem 5.1, p. 2891): 
THEOREM 3.2. The following statements are equivalent: 
(9 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
Equation (1.2) is asymptotically stable when the delays ri, i = 1, 
. > k, are rationally independent. 
Equation (1.2) is asymptotically stable for any other set of delays r:, 
i = 1,. . , k, such that 0 < Ir: - r,I < 77 for q > 0 suficiently small, 
i= l,...,k. 
Equation (1.2) is asymptoticallly stable for any set of delays ri, i = 
1,. . , k. 
sup{p(C:,i Aj ezej ) : 0, E [0,27r], j = 1,. . . , k} < 1. 
REMARK 3.3. Note that condition (iv) is, in the scalar case, equiva- 
lent to (2.8). 
REMARK 3.4. When Equation (1.2) is asymptotically stable for all de- 
lays, we say that it is stable in the delays. 
4. A LIAPUNOV FUNCTIONAL 
In this section we want to make use of the theory developed above in 
order to investigate the stability properties of (1.2) through the use of the 
following quadratic functional defined on Lz ( [ -rk, 0) , RN) : 
(4.1) 
where Xj is a real symmetric N x N matrix, j = 1,. . . , k. 
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Since it is not an easy task to compute i’(q) as it is given in (2.1), we 
shall make use of the following expedient of Liapunov’s direct method to 
strengthen the content of Theorem 2.1: Let A : D(A) c L2([-rk,0),RN) 
+ Lz( [-rk, 0), RN) be the operator given by 
Av = lim 44 cp) - P 
t-o+ t ’ 
where 
W;([-rli,O),RN) = ‘p E Lz([--7.k,0),RN) : 
exists a.e. and cp’ E L2([-rk,O),RN 
> 
. 
It follows [9] that D(d) ’ d is ense in Lz([-rk,O),RN), A is closed, u(t, cp) E 
D(d) for t > 0 if cp E D(d) and u(.,cp) : [0, co) + Lz([-rk,O),RN) is 
differentiable. 
Then we have [9]: 
THEOREM 4.1. Let V, W : L2( [-rk, 0), RN) 4 [0, co) be continuous func. 
tionals with V Fre’chet differentiable in V(d) and such that V(0) = 0 and 
DV(cp) . dp i -W(P), cp E ?(A). Th en V is a Liapunou functional for 
the dynamical system u with V(p) 5 -W(p) < 0 and V(u(t, cp)) - V(q) 5 
-JiW(u(s,cp))ds for allcp E Lz([-rk,O),RN). Moreover, if9 E D(d), it 
follows that 
and 
i’(cp) = DV(cp) . -4 K -Wdl (4.2) 
V(u(t, cp)) - V(v) = - 1” DV(u(s, cp)) . A(u(s, cp)) ds. (4.3) 
Using this theorem, we can compute V(p) for the functional given in 
(4.1) just in D(d), and obtain 
i’(p) = p(o)TXlp(o) - 'PT(-+Gf+n) 
+ ‘PT(-T1)X2p(-q) - pT(-~2)X2+~2) 
+ . . . + pT(-T/+l)Xk+f-k-1) - pT(-rk)Xkv(-?J? 
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and, using the fact that [in D(A)] p(O) = Et=, Ajq(-rj), we finally get 
i’(P) = -4TM4> (4.4) 
where 
4T = ($J-~l)> $-Q), ” ,YT(-Q)) (4.5) 
and -M is the (block form) matrix 
Xi - ATXIA - X2 -AyX1A2 -ATXIAI, 
-ATXIA1 Xa-ATX1A2-Xg ... -ATXIAI, 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..f 
-A;XIA1 -A;X1A2 . . . XI, - A;XIAk 1. 
(4.6) 
REMARK. 
(1) V can be completely recovered from M; 
(2) v(cp) is independent of the delays, 
(3) i’(q) is not negative definite in Lz([-rk, 0), RN) even if M is nega- 
tive definite. 
5. THE TWO DELAY CASE 
We shall now work with the case k = 2 of Equation (1.2). The results to 
be obtained will then be extended to the general case. In order to simplify 
the notation, we let Al = A, A2 = B, X1 = X, X2 = Y, r1 = r, and 
r2 = s, so that Equation (1.2), V, and M become 
x(t) = Arc(t - r) + Brc(t - s), 
J 
.O 
s 
--T 
V(P) = (PT (WfP(~) df9 + PTww~) do, 
--T --s 
[ 
X-ATXA-Y -ATXB 
-M= 
-BTXA 1 Y-BTXB . 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
One can verify that 
[$ ;] [; :j [: :I-[; 6’=M, (5.4) 
and comparing (5.4) with (2.3), (2.4), and (2.7), one easily obtains: 
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THEOREM 5.1. There exists a positive definite Liapunov functional of 
the form (5.2) for Equation (5.1) if, and only if there exists a positive 
definite Liapunov functional V of the form (2.7) for 
.x, = Ax,_l + B.~J,_~ (5.5) 
with D block-diagonal, i.e., 
(5.6) 
such that M I 0. 
Moreover, if one such Liapunov functional exists for Equation (5. l), then 
this equation is stable for all delays (not necessarily stable in the delays). 
For example, 
~(0) = -+zt(-r) - ;5t(-s) (5.7) 
is stable for all delays (but it is not stable in the delays), since, letting 
A = -i, B = -i, X = cy, and Y = ,0 in (5.3), we obtain that 
-A/f= 
$a-p -fa 
[-- b p-&k 1 
and -M is positive semidefinite when (Y = 2p > 0; moreover, we have 
-[l, l]M : = 0 [I 
no matter which values we give to CY,~. Thus we cannot get positive de- 
fineteness of -A4 in this case, and, as a consequence, we cannot prove 
stability in delays of (5.7). Note, incidentally that, from Melvin’s result, 
this equation cannot be stable in the delays. 
It is not difficult to see that when r = 1 and s = 2, the corresponding 
discrete Equation (5.5) of Equation (5.7) is 
and that, given a positive definite matrix M, Equation (2.5) has a positive 
definite solution D, which, of course, cannot be diagonal. Thus, when 
n = 1 and s = 2, Equation (5.7) is asymptotically stable, and, of course, 
this kind of stability is not preserved under perturbations of the delays. 
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We shall now prove the following result. 
THEOREM 5.2. Suppose that det B # 0. Then the following are equiv- 
alent: 
(i) there exist positive definite real matrices X and Y such that M < 0; 
(ii) there exists a positive-definite real matrix X such that 
X - (A + Be%“)*X(A + Beis) > 0, OER. 
Moreover, (ii) implies that 
(iii) ,o(A+ Beie) 5 1, 0 E R. 
Proof. Suppose (i) holds. Then, premultiplying and postmultiplying 
(5.3) by 
(l,ePzQ1) and .%:I , 
( ) 
B E R, 
respectively, one obtains (ii). Observe that (ii) =S (iii) follows from The- 
orems 2.5 and 2.6, which remain valid even when A in Equation (2.3) is 
complex. Now, the best way to prove that (ii) + (i) is to use the so-called 
“bounded real lemma” of system theory, in its discrete version (as recently 
presented by Souza and Xie [8, Theorem 2.11). In our notation, this lemma 
states (among other things) that if A, B, C, and D are real matrices, re- 
spectively of orders m x n, n x m, p x n, and p x m, such that p(A) < 1 
and p(D + C(eiel - A)-l B) 5 1 for each B E R, then there exists an n x n 
symmetric matrix P 2 0 such that I - DTD - BTPB > 0 and 
ATPA - P 
+ (ATPB + CTD)[I - DTD - BTPB]-l(BTPA + DTC) + CTC = 0. 
Hence, if (ii) holds and det B # 0, we let E = X1/2AX-1/2 and F = 
X1/2BX-1/2. Then it is clear t,hat det F # 0 and I - (E + eieF)*(E + 
e2’F) > 0, 6’ E R. In particular, we have P(E + eZeF) < 1, 0 E R. 
R.eplacing 0 by -0, we can write P(E + e”‘F) = P(E + F(eieI - 0)-l) < 1. 
By the bounded real lemma, it follows that there exists a matrix P = PT 2 
0 such that 
and 
i.e., 
I-ETE-P>O (54 
-P + FTE(I - E’E - BTPB)-lETF + FTF = 0, 
P = F7’E(I - ETE - BTPB)-‘ETF + FTF (5.9) 
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and P > FTF. So, since det F # 0, it follows t,hat P is positive definite. 
Observe from (5.8), (5.9), and P > FTF that 
I-ETE-P -ETF 
- 
-FTE P-FTF 
> 0, 
which gives 
[:, :I-[E:: z] [d q [Y ;] >O. (5.10) 
Returning to the original expressions for E, F and then pre- and post- 
multiplying (5.10) by 
[ “di’ y:“] l 
we get 
x _ ATxA _ X’/2pX1/2 -ATXB 
-M= 
-BTXA X1/2PX1/2 _ BTXB 1 2 0, 
that is, we obtain -M > 0 with Y = X1/2PX’/2 > 0 as desired. ??
REMARK. We had originally proved this theorem by means of an op- 
timization technique, which consists in showing that, given A and B as 
above, the discrete control equation ym = Aum + Bu,_l, m = 1,2,. . ., 
where {urn}r c RN and U, = 0 for all sufficiently large m, may be used 
to show that the functional J(Q) := SU~{~~~~(~~X~~-U~XU,) : ym = 
Aum + B,_l} is quadratic and represented by the sought matrix Y. The 
above simpler proof was suggested to us by the referee, to whom we are 
grateful. 
Hence. we can state: 
COROLLARY~.~. Suppose that det B # 0. Then Equation (5.1) is stable 
for all delays r, s if, and only if, there exists a positive definite Liapunov 
functional for it, of the form (5.2). 
To see this, it is enough to consider the candidate V(p) = s!“, cpT(s)Xp 
(s) ds+ J:’ pT(s)Ws) d s with X and Y as given in Theorem 5.2. 
We also have: 
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COROLLARY 5.4. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) there exist positiue definite real matrices X and Y such that M < 0; 
(ii) there exists a positive definite real matrix X such that 
X - (A + Be”s)*X(A + Bei’) > 0, 
Moreover, (ii) implies that 
(iii) P(A + Bei’) < 1, 0 E R . 
0 E R. 
The proof of this corollary is just an adaptation of the proof of Theorem 
5.2, and we leave it to the reader. 
We now drop the condition det B # 0 in Corollary 5.4. Of course the 
proof that (i) + (“) n remains the same as above. Now, if (ii) holds, i.e., 
X - (A + Be”s)*X(A + Be’s), 0 E R, 
is a positive definite matrix, then also 
X - [A + SI - (B + eI)eie]*XIA + 0 - (B + eI)eie] > 0 
and det(B + ~1) # 0 f or all 6, E # 0 sufficiently small and all 0 E R. Thus, 
we can repeat the above argument of the case det B # 0, with A replaced 
by A + SI and B replaced by B + &I, in order to get a positive definite 
matrix Y(S, E) such that 
[ 
X - (A + SI)TX(A + SI) - Y(6,e) -(A + SI)TX(B + &I) 
-(B + #X(A + 61) Y(6,c) - (B + #X(B +&I) 1 > o 
Note then that Yr := +[Y(~,E) + Y(6, -E)] > 0 and 
X - (A + cU)~X(A + 61) - Yl -(A + 6I)‘X(B +&I) 
-(B + @X(A + 61) Y1 - (B + EI)~X(B +&I) 1 > o ’ 
Hence, we have 
kk 4 
X-ATXA-Yl 
BTXA 
> b-&u1 
6[XA + ATX] + S2X SXB 
(c2 /2)X 1 
for all [u, II] E R2N, [v, u] # [O,O]. 
[I ; (5.11) 
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A similar result is valid when we replace Yr by Yz, where Yz := [Y( -6, E) 
+Y(-6, --E)], i.e., 
[UI 4 
X-ATXA-Yz -ATXB u 
BTXA I[1 Yz-BTXB v 
-6[XA + ATX] + @‘X -SXB 
> [u,vl 
u 
-SBTX II 1 $x u’ (5.12) 
Adding (5.11) to (5.12) and letting Y := i[Yr + Ys], we get 
[ 
X-ATXA-Y -ATXB u 
2174 v] 
BTXA I[] Y-BTXB 2, > bL,VI [,,, i:x] [;I >o 
for all [u,.u] E RzN, [u,u] + [O,O], i.e., condition (i) holds. 
We shall now need the following result [3]: 
LEMMA 5.5. Let W be a 2N x 2N symmetric matrix, 
E F w= 
[ 1 FT G 
written in N x N block form. Suppose that G is positive definite. Then W 
is positive definite if, and only iJ E - F G-’ FT is positive definite. 
THEOREM 5.6. Suppose that det B # 0. Then a suficient condition for 
the existence of a Liapunov functional for (5.1) of the form (5.2) with X > 
0, Y > 0, and M < 0 is that there exist X > 0 and o E R, o. > 0 such that 
X-(l+a)ATXA- l+’ BTXB>O. 
( > ck 
(5.13) 
Proof. Suppose that the hypothesis of the theorem holds. Let y = 
(1-t l/a)BTXB. Then Y > 0, and when we apply the above lemma to the 
corresponding matrix M [see (5.3)] we obtain that M < 0 if, and only if, 
X - ATXA - BTXB - ~uA~XB(B-‘X-~B-~)B~XA 
as we wished. 
= -(l + cy)ATXA - 
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Note that in the scalar case of Equation (5.1), if a Liapunov functional 
of the form (5.2) exists for this equation with M < 0, then we can always 
choose X = 1 and Y = 7B2 for some y > 1. Thus, if we put cr = l/(y - l), 
we obtain from the lemma that the condition (5.13) is also necessary for 
the existence of one such Liapunov functional. 
In fact, in the scalar case of Equation (5.1), we can prove: 
THEOREM 5.7. In the scalar case of Equation (5.1) with B # 0, the 
following conditions are equivalen,t: 
(4 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
there exists for it a Liapunov function,al of the form (5.2) with X > 
0, Y > 0 and M < 0; 
the equation is stable in the delays; 
IAl + IBI < 1; 
there exists CI > 0 such, that 
1 - (1 + a)A2 - 
Proof. (iv) & (i) * (ii) e 1 ras already been established. So we only 
have to prove that, say, (iii) =+ (i). Suppose then that (iii) holds. Let 
X = IAl + (BI and Y = IBI. Since IBI > 0, we have that X > 0 and Y > 0. 
It is easy that such X and Y make M < 0 in (5.3), and (i) follows. ??
We give now an example of an equation which is stable in the delays but 
such that there is no Liapunov functional of type (5.2) for it. Of course, it 
is not a scalar equation. 
Let, in Equation (5.1), 
A= [i ~$1 and B= [!$ b] 
Then p(A + Be”‘) 5 a/2 < 1, 0 E R, shows that the corresponding 
difference equation is stable in the delays. If there existed X > 0 and Y > 0 
such that M 5 0, then in particular, we would have 
X - (A + B)TX(A + B) > 0, 
X - (A - B)TX(A - B) > 0. (1) 
There is no loss of generality in choosing X of the form 
x= 1 Y 
i 1 > 0. Y z 
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Using such X in (l), we obtain that WI > 0 and W2 > 0, where 
w := 
1 
i 
l-+(Z--y+l) y-$(z-2y.l) 
y-;(z-2y+l) 1 z-i(z-2y+l) ’ w, := [ l-$(z+2y+l) y-i(z+2y+l) 1 y- $(z+2y+l) z- $(z+2y+l) . 
Upon expanding det WI + det Wz > 0 we obtain 
z2 - 2z + 8y2 + 1 < 0, (2) 
which has discriminant equal to -32y2, which is negative when y # 0. Thus 
we must have y = 0. But, if this is so, then (2) becomes (z - 1)2 < 0, which 
is also impossible, and thus we cannot construct the desired functional. 
Examples where we can construct Liapunov functionals of the form (5.2) 
abound. For instance, when A and B are diagonal, these functionals are 
easy to construct. We shall nevertheless give an example of the situation 
of Theorem 5.3. 
Let, in (5.1), 
A= [a 81 and B= [F ,+I. 
Then det B # 0. Let us look for X > 0 of the form 
X= 5 
0 
[ 1 0 Y . 
We obtain 
ATXA = and BTXB = 
Y 0 [ 1 0 &x 
Thus, (5.13) becomes 
(I-J+(l+$)y>O, 
which, for instance, for o = 1 becomes 
14x - 32y > 0, 
16y - 2x > 0. 
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The values z = 3 and y = 1 satisfy this system, and thus, (5.13) is satisfied. 
Hence, X and Y = 2BTXB yield the desired Liapunov functional, with 
M < 0, where 
We now proceed 
Liapunov functionals 
Equation (5.1). 
Observe that when 
M= 
L -& 0 0 3 ii5 
in the investigation of the connections between 
of the form (5.2) and the asymptotic behavior of 
M < 0, we cannot say that V(cp) < 0 for cp # 0, cp E 
-b([-s, OWN). 1 n order to overcome this, and fully adapt the functional 
V to the contents of Theorem 4.1, we let x(t) = y(t)emxt, t 2 0, and 
transform Equation (5.1) into 
y(t) = e”Ay(t - r) + eXSBy(t - s), t > 0. (5.14) 
Clearly, p(A + Be”) < 1, 0 E R, if and only if p(eXrA + exsBez*) < 1, 
0 E R, for all X E [0, Xa), where Xa > 0 is sufficiently small. In other 
words, Equation (5.1) is stable in the delays if, and only if, Equation (5.14) 
is stable in the delays for all X > 0 sufficiently small. 
Suppose then that X > 0, Y > 0, and M < 0, and let us compute 
the variation of V along Equation (5.14), which we indicate by VA(P). We 
obtain 
i’,(v) = -[%Jh% a-s)lK (PC--T) 
[ 1 4-s) ’ 
where 
X - e2A’ATxA _ y -,A(T+“)ATXB 
- M,, := 
_eA(r+s)BTXA 1 Y - eXTBTXB . (5.15) 
Again, since M < 0, it follows that MA < 0 for all sufficiently small X > 0, 
say, for X E [0, Xa). 
From (5.15) we can recover a functional V, : L2([-s,O),RN) + R, 
0 --T 
vx(P) = s e-2XBpT(B)Xfp(B) cl0 + s e-2XBpT(B)Yp(B) do, (5.16) --T --s 
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such that, in the domain of the infinitesimal generator of Equation (5.14), 
we have 
with 
xx= [‘;I &]M-y(y e:I]. (5.17) 
THEOREM 5.8. If V as in (5.2) is a Liapunov functional for Equation 
(5.1) with M < 0, then V-X (V, as defined in (5.16)) is also a Liapunov 
functional for this equation, and its variation along (5.1) satisfies VLx((p) < 
-2AV-A, ip E Lz([-r, 0), RN), and hence V-x proves the asymptotic stabil- 
ity of Equation (5.1) f or all delays (stability in the delays). 
Proof. In fact, we see from (5.16) that V-x is positive definite and in 
n(d) > 
V,(P) = -2XV-~(cp) + [v*(--T), fJ(-s)l~-, cp(-rI 
[ 1 4-s) 
with %A as given in (5.18) and n4~ < 0, as we observed just above. Hence, 
V’,(P) 5 -2xv-x(93), cp E v(d). (5.18) 
From Theorem 4.1 we see that (5.18) holds in Lz([-r,O),RN) as well, 
and the asymptotic stability property follows from Theorem 2.1. ??
Since V-X is a quadratic positive definite form in Lz([-r, s), RN), we can 
integrate both sides of (5.18) from 0 to t in order to establish the following 
exponential estimates for the decay of the solution z(., ‘p) of Equation (5.1): 
ll~(., (~)ll I W4W AlIt , t>o. 
6. THE MULTIDELAY CASE 
In this section we just indicate how the results of the previous section 
can be extended to the multidelay case of Equation (1.2). 
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For notational convenience, we write Equation (1.2) in the following 
form: 
k-1 
x(t) = AQ-so) + c B?zt(-s,), t 2 0, (6.1) 
2=1 
where s, = r,+r, i = 0, 1, , k - 1. 
Consider the functional V : Lz( [s,+l, 0), RN) + R, 
V(P) = (6.2) 
where X and Y,, i = 1,. . , k - 1, are real N x N symmetric matrices. It 
follows that in the corresponding D(A) we have 
@i(p) = -[(rT(-So), . ,$--Sk-l)M cp(-so) I 1 P(-K-1) ’ (6.3) 
where -A4 is the matrix 
X-ATXA-Yl _A”XB1 -ATXBk-l 
-BTXA Yl - BTXBl - Y2 . . -BTXBk-~ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
-BF_T,XA -BTXBk_l %I - B&=-l 
(6.4) 
Observe that when SO = l! si = 2,. . sk-1 = k, then (6.1) is equiva- 
lent to 
x(t) = An:(t - l), t > 0, (6.5) 
where 2 is given in N x N block form by 
A B1 ... &._2 BI;_1 
I 0 .” 0 0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 “’ I 0 
A result analogous to the one of Theorem 5.1 is, therefore, valid for (6.1)) 
(6.5), where, this time, D is the block diagonal matrix given by 
x 0 ... 0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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LetZ,=Yi-Y,+r, i=l,..., k-l, Yk=O, andput 
Z:= [4 .;..;RJ. 
In terms of Z, the matrix M of (6.4) can be written 
-M= 
X-ATXA-Y1 -ATXB 
-BTXA 1 Z-BTXB ’ (6.6) 
where B is the N x (k - l)N matrix [Bl, . , Bk-I]. 
Then we have: 
THEOREM 6.1. Suppose that there exist X > 0 and Z > 0 such that 
M < 0. Then Equation (6.1) is stable for all delays. If, moreover, M < 0, 
then (6.1) is stable in the delays. 
Proof. The stability part follows from Theorems 4.1 and 2.1. Now, pre- 
and postmultiplying -M in (6.6) by [I, eiell,. . , etBk-lI] and [I, eiB1l:. . , 
eiok-lI]T, respectively, where I is the N x N identity, one obtains that 
if M < 0. But this condition readily implies condition (iv) of Silkovskii’s 
theorem (Theorem 3.5), that is, P(A + c e”lBj) < 1, and Equation (6.1) 
is stable in the delays. ??
All other results of the previous section can be extended to the multide- 
lay case. For instance, the functional J mentioned in remark that follows 
the proof of Theorem 5.2 is now computed along the sequences {~~}~‘,i, 
{ym}E’,i that satisfy 
Y m= Au, + & Bju,_, , m=k,k+l,..., 
J=l 
with Us = 0 for all m sufficiently large. It can be shown that J is a 
quadratic functional from R Nk into R, just like its counterpart in the two 
delay case. 
We want to thank ow referee for his pertinent and interesting suggestions. 
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